
Symptom Possible Causes Corrective Action

- Will not pump
-Missing or Worn Seal Washer (Gasket) 
#61 on Pump Inlet/Suction side

-Replace (It's also good to keep a couple of these on 
hand as spares).

-Pump not filled when preparing to prime -Refill through Plug # 54

-Inlet Pipe leaking or sucking air

-Tighten connection (#62 & #63) or replace Seal 
Washer (Gasket) (#61) or Filter Net #65 is not fully 
submerged in the water or the hose clamp #64 
needs tightening.

-The Filter Net (Strainer) #65 is 
obstructed -Check and clean
-Pump speed is too low. -Increase to appropriate RPMs

- Water Flow is weak -Filter Net (Strainer) #65, Pipeline, or -Remove obstruction
 impeller is obstructed
-Speed is low -Increase Tractor RPM
-Impeller #44, Seal #43, or Seal Ring 
#42 are worn

-Adjust the gap or change impeller and seals if 
needed

-Inlet Pipe leakage

-Check inlet pipe, connection of pipe #63, sealed 
washer #61, and check hose clamp #64 to insure it 
is tight.

- Water Flow is 
inconsistent  

-There is air on the inlet side of the pump 
somewhere in the plumbing

-Unscrew Whorl (Drain) plug #55, being mindful not 
to lose #54 Seal Ring until solid stream of water 
comes out with no bubbles or hissing sound. Also 
check the pipeline or change tractor.

-Speed is not steady -Adjust engine speed

- Power consumption 
of pump is too large 
(pump bogging down)

-There is a rub between the impeller #44 
and the flow guidance Difuser #45 

-Listen to sound carefully as to whether the impeller 
is rubbing the casing and then adjust if so.

-The impeller is obstructed by weeds or 
foreign matter

-Check and remove if so.  Also check Filter Net #65 
to insure no larger holes have formed allowing more 
trashy material to enter the pump.

-Flow suddenly stops

-The inlet pipe connection #63 has 
become loose or leaking which is 
allowing air intake

-Check the connection #63 for cross threading and 
tighten as needed.

-Suction Head (Water level) is too far 
from pump suction

-Position pump to be within 23 feet of pump suction 
Filter Net #65

-Filter Net #65 (Suction Strainer) has 
floated above water level and pulling in 
air -Submerge the Filter Net #65

Vibration or noise
- Suction Head is too high thus causing 
the vibration

- Lower the position of the pump nearer to the water 
source

- Inlet/Suction Pipe is partially or fully 
blocked.

-Check Inlet/Suction Pipe or Strainer/Filter to clean if 
needed.

- Pump is not sitting stable while 
operating - Stop the pump and adjust as needed to stabilize

-Impeller #44 damage
- Stop the pump to check and replace with new one 
if needed.

-Water discharge volume too high - Reduce tractor rpms; 

- Anything that rotates on the pump may 
be loose

-Listen carefully to pin point where the noise is 
coming from, then stop the pump and look at shafts 
or impeller.



- Air in the pump or pipe lines

- Partially open the Plug on top (#55) & let the air 
blow out.  When it quits sputtering or hissing, you've 
got it and you can now close the plug. 


